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Knightmare General Knowledge - multiple choice

1. How many series of Knightmare have there been to the present day ?

A 2

B 5

C 8

D 11

2. How many episodes were there in each series of Knightmare, excluding series 1 and 8 which
were different ?

A 5

B 8

C 16

D 17

3. In which series did the Knightmare opening credits change ?

A 7

B 3

C 5

D 6

4. In which series did the design of the helmet change ?

A 2

B 4

C 6

D 7

5. In which series was the wand introduced ?

A 2
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B 3

C 6

D 8

Who Says....

In this section you must name the Knightmare character who says each of these things. In the
questions where there is a #, it is the character who says it in the later series.

#6. "Enter Stranger" .........................

7. "Lissssarrrrd" .........................

8. "Yes Lordness" .........................

9. "I hunger, why don’t you feed me" .........................

10. "Acramvitirevelanti" .........................

11. "PASSWORD" .........................

Knightmare - Powers That Be Wordsearch

The dungeonmaster big and strong, The Greenwarden who stayed not very long

The monk who was the second of three, and the jester who took over from Folly.

The elf who sat by Treguards side, and Hordriss’ daughter who to be a sorceress tried.

The woman warrior from series eight, and the dragon warden who stood at the gate.

The green wizard who from Atlantis came, and the wench at the pub from the greater game.

All are in the wordsearch above for you to see, All are from the Powers that be.

Connections

This section requires you to answer questions linking characters by the actor/actress who played them.

22. Clifford Norgate plays Hordriss, Oakley the tree, the voice of the drednought, and the voice
of who ?....................
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23. Bill Cashmore plays Honesty Bartrum, Snapper Jack and which red dragon ? ....................

24. Paul Valentine plays three Knightmare characters. Can you name them ?

S_ _ H_ _ _ _

25. M_ _ _ _ _

26. F_ _ _ _ _

27.Mark Knight, who plays Lord Fear has also played three other Knightmare characters. Can
you name them ?

A_ W_ _

28. S_ _ H_ _ _ D_ W_ _ _ _ _ _ _

29. R_ _ _ _ _ _ _

30. Rayner Bourton played Jullius Scaramonger and which other Knightmare character ?
....................

31. Sidriss, Greystagg and which other character was played by Ionna Kennedy ? ....................

32. Barry Clifford played two Knightmare characters. Can you name them ?

L_ _ _ _ _ _

33. B_ _ _ _ _ _ S_ _ _ _ _ _

34.Which two characters were played by John Woodnutt in the early series of Knightmare ?

M_ _ _ _ _

35. M_ _ _ _ _ _

36. Which two characters did Juliet Henry-Massey play in Knightmare ?

G_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

37. A_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Who does .... play

Just name who the following people play in Knightmare

38. Who does Hugo Myatt play in Knightmare ?

A Treguard

B Lissard

C Lord Fear

D Brother Strange

39. Who does David Learner play in Knightmare ?
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A Majida

B Treguard

C Motley

D Pickle

 

Knightmare - Opposition Crossword

 

Across

1 He's the leader of the opposition (8)

3 He naps ya .... if you're a fool (11)

4 He's sea brigand (6)

8 He is one of the two of the pair of Goblins (5)

9 sorceress in the eighth series (7)

Down

1 Lord Fears chief henchman in the later series (7)

2 Squashed by a red dragon (8)

5 The ice queen (8)

6 He has a magyk rope (8)

7 One of the two goblins (6)

Anagrams

In this section you must solve each of the anagrams. Each anagram is a clue object found in the
dungeon. Some of them have been on clue room tables, and others can be bought or found
elsewhere.

50. LOR AO GFDB
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51. LBOA AF REFOD

52. TDNASG MROIN

54. OHNR

55. ERSOIENFT

56. BESPN CH UGOFRA

57. NREEG EMG

58. SGA EI BOVFLR

59. ORCLLS

60. SSA YSGLP

Alphabet

In this section you must give the name of a Knightmare character (wall monsters etc are allowed)
for each of the given letters of the alphabet. Any letters marked with an #, are worth 5 marks if
you can name 5 characters. All the others are worth 1 mark each.

61. A....................

62. B...................

63. C...................

64. D....................

65. E....................

66. F.....................

# 67-71. G....................................................................................................

72. H....................

73. J....................

74. L....................

# 75-79. M...................................................................................................

80. N....................

81. P....................

# 82-86. R......................................................................................................

# 87-91. S......................................................................................................

92. T....................

93. V....................
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Odd One Out

In this section you must decide which is the odd one out.

94. Treguard, Sidriss, Lissard, Majida

95. Smirkenorff, Pickle, Sly Hands, Lord Fear

96. Ridolfo, Gwendoline, Aesandre, Brother Strange

97. Lord Fear, Skarkill, Motley, Raptor

True or False

98. Treguard is the leader of the Powers That Be? True/False

99. Lord Fear is the leader of the opposition? True/False

100. The great causeway used to be in level 3? True/False

101. The arken shield was once used to distract Lord Fear? True/False

102. There has been such a thing as the block and tackle room? True/False

103. Mogdred always froze the dungeon after the quest season? True/False

104. Lord Fear finally won the battle to finish the last ever series? True/False

105. Lord Fear used to have a pool to contact his henchmen? True/False

106. Maldame was in love with Lord Fear? True/False

107. Gwendoline was a Greenwarden? True/False

108. Elita was a kind and considerate cavern elf? True/False

109. Sir Hugh de Witless had a spell cast over him to make him turn into a goblin?

True/False

110. A dungeoneer once turned into a goblin? True/False

111. Gretal and Mellisandre were sisters? True/False

112. Gundrada was a sword mistress? True/False

Causeways and Floor Puzzles

113. In which floor puzzle was the shortcut found in series 8? ....................

114. In which series was the corridor of blades introduced? ...................

115. In which floor puzzle in the seventh and eighth series’ did players have to play

their cards right? ........................................

116. In which level was the block and tackle room found in series 4 ? ....................
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117. What was the purpose of the frightknight in the causeways in series 6 ?

........................................

118. What was the name of the floor puzzle in level 2, in series 7 ?

.......................................

119. If you didn’t follow the odd or even path, can you name the other two patterns

there were to get across the cause way in series 5 and 6 ?

........................................

120. ........................................

What Do You Do If....

121. Hear a goblin horn ? ........................................

122. Whilst looking through a spy glass, Lord Fears eyes start to glow red ?

........................................

123. You find some food lying around ? ........................................

124. You meet Smirkenorff and have come to the end of level ?

........................................

125. A mireman is walking straight towards you ? .........................................

126. A guider shouts, ‘Move left quick’ ? .......................................

On Who’s Side Is.... ?

Name if each character is on the side of the powers that be (Treguard) or the opposition (Lord
Fear).

127. Motley Treguard/Lord Fear

128. Sly Hands Treguard/Lord Fear

129. Raptor Treguard/Lord Fear

130. Brother Mace Treguard/ Lord Fear

131. Aesandre Treguard/ Lord Fear

132. Smirkenorff Treguard/Lord Fear

133. Grimaldine Treguard/Lord Fear

134. Marta Treguard/ Lord Fear

135. Pickle Treguard/Lord Fear

136. Romahna Treguard/ LordFear
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137. Skarkill Treguard/ Lord Fear

Quest Objects

138. Finish the sentance: The Sword of .....................

139. Finish the sentance: The Cup .................... ....................

140. Finish the sentance: The Crown ....................

141. Finish the sentance: The Shield of ....................

142. There was only one winner in series 4, what quest object was he going for ?

....................

143. In series 4, where was the quest object placed in the final room for the winning

team ? .............................................

144. How did the winning team from series four get back to Treguards room after

they had collected the quest object ? ........................................

145. Describe the final room in series 5 ? ............................................................

....................

146. What spell was used against Lord Fear in the final room in series 6 ?

....................

147. What was the name of the girl (dungeoneer) that was the first winner of series 7

? ....................

148. How did the first winning team of series 7 distract Lord Fear whilst they

collected the quest object ? ....................

149. What was the quest object of the first winning team in series 7 ? ....................

150. How did the first winning team of series 7 get back to Treguards room

after they had collected the quest object ? ........................................

151. Why did the second winning team in series 7 take a hammer rather than the

quest object in the room containing the quest object ? ........................................

........................................

152. What quest object was the winner of series 8 going for ? ....................

153. Who did the winner of series 8 have to rescue in the quest object room ? ....................

Who Am I Talking About
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154. An average build and from the range, proverbs he seeks he’s called ....................

155. With his lisp no words barred, a tuna breath he is ....................

156. A Genie from a bottle Treguard Freed Her, to replace Pickle She’s called ....................

157. A grubby man, meets his masters demands, with his magyk rope, he’s ....................

158. After meeting her you might feel better, especially the lads she is called ....................

159. He’s a minstrel with things you may wish to know, from series 6 he’s called ....................

160. Good to know if your knowledge in level one is wearing thin, she is the greenwarden known
as ....................

161. In his own words he’ll help you a lok, he will sell you things he’s called ....................

Wall monsters and other technocreatures

162. What did Lord Fear have built in series 6 to collect the password off dungeoneers?
....................

163. In which two series would you find the blocker ? ....................

164. Name the most famous and the origial of the wall monsters in Knightmare ?....................

165. What was the name of the talking tree stump ? ....................

166. In which two series did Lord Fear have Frightknights guarding his base ?....................

167. What creature that moved through walls did Lord Fear rescue from Atlantis, and appeared
in series 7 ? ....................

168. Can you name the three talking doors (drawbridges) from series 4 ? ....................

169. ....................

170. ....................

What Phases ?

In this section you must state which phases of the dungeon he following characters are from.
There are numbers 1-8 next to each name, and you must circle the approriate ones for the series
each character appeared in.

171. Motley 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

172. Marta 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

173. Hordriss 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

174. Ah Wok 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

175. Aesandre 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

176. Romahna 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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177. Fidjit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

178. Folly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

179. Merlin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

180. Greystagg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

181. Sidriss 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Knightmare General Knowledge

182. Who is Lord Fears present chief henchman ? ....................

183. and who did the person who is the answer to the previous question take over being chief
henchman from ? ....................

184.Aesandre is? A an ice queen B a beautiful princess C Treguards best friend D an ugly woman

185. What colour is a Pooka ? ....................

186. Brother Mace is ? A short and fat B long and thin C a giant D small

187. What is Motleys occupation ? ....................

188. Who did he take over from ? ....................

189. Honesty Bartrum is very fond of which item used for trading ? ...................

190. Finish the sentence : There’s no turning ....................

191. Finish the sentence : Play .................... ,

192. or Fear play ....................,

193-194. All begins again at the .................... ....................

195. What colour is the arken shield ?

A Yellow B green C brown

196. Atlantis is the home of which character with a lispness ? ....................

197. Where does the Brollichan come from ? ....................

198. In which series did a red dragon land on Lord Fears home ? ....................

199. In which series did a troll land on Lord Fears home ? ....................

200. How did the last ever Knightmare episode finish ? .......................................
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